
15070: "clean air in the mountains beside small trips taken to august for example 

to the touristic asiago to see my parents inhaling some tourist traffic and then 

also smelling the tractors of my mountain neighbours but mostly getting a lot of 

bad air getting stuck in the german traffic while driving to the netherlands and 

there having to get adjusted to the not so clean air in amsterdam and maastricht 

but also while running out in the city and then soldering myrthe's broken bike 

with silver sticks"

17057: "still in stockholm searching for a job and taking care of my kid speding 

time out with him and also running and observing the clouds and annotating them 

first on the paper where i can track of my speed seeing a lot of flying objects 

and animals"

16082: "last days of summer and very nice clear weather in santa caterina with 

august also experiencing a very strong storm and at last a colder temperature to 

then drive up to holland and find some initial pleasant weather there and then 

quite some rain and even a storm making me switching to a very indoor life"

18078: "not so much wind experienced while on vacation in the italian alps with 

august beside some wind while in a valley going to a dam to swim and then going to 

holland  and  experiencing  quite  some  wind  there  while  in  maastricht  to  later 

experiencing far less wind also beginning to be quite indoor spending most of my 

time writing"

04070: "a month characterized by a lot of unsettlement not knowing if myrthe will 

get the loan to buy the new house and also finding it hard to readapt to indoor 

life after a nice summer in the alps but finding some moments of freedom biking 

with  jason  and  then  with  august  before  finally  moving  all  my  things  to  the 

netherlands and finding little good prospect there but the good reception of my 

work at the quantified self conference"

06042: "slowly getting back to run after a long summer with a lot of walking in the 

mountains and feeling the need for some movement buying at last a proper watch to 

measure my heart beat with a band attached around my chest and being able to go for 

longer runs both in utrecht by myself and a few times with myrthe for very 

short runs in which she often stopped and at last also running in the forest 

behind august's house taking advantage of the nice sunny days"

06_043:  "back  in  the  netherlands  running  agin  to  subdue  the  otherwise  too 

sedentary and indoor life going also during a rainy late afternoon and later for a 

major one hour run mostly keeping next to a river to quickly get out of utrecht 

and reach the green fields some forest where i often took a break to pee and do 

some gymnastics"

10069: "folk met in the summer first at a department conference asking a russian 

colleague  to  be  photographed  and  then  meeting  myrthe's  half  english  lesbian



colleague while in the netherlands before going to the university of warwick in 

england and there photographing my former second supervisor after a walk together 

in a nice medieval village as well as a cool american ethnographer and a crazy 

game developer and a young couple along also with a quite straightforward danish 

student"

03077: "a month with many songs heard from myrthe singing out every word or 

sentence i would tell her and also singing recurrently an italian religious song 

while driving from one place to another in the mountains but also hearing our old 

neighbour gianna singing as well as while at an amusement park with august and all 

the contrada gang hearing songs at the rides but also singing together on the trip 

back  by  van  and  again  hearing  a  lot  of  radios  on  the  car  driving  to  the 

netherlands trying to mentally annotate all the songs from the radio unable to 

type them down when driving and then in utrecht hearing a whole concert from the 

bells of the cathedral replaying freddy mercury main hits and later hearing songs 

at myrthe's friends forty years wedding celebration"

12101: "a lot of other death in islamic countries read now on the online news but 

also watching television at myrthe's place and finding here also about a large 

stampede in saudi arabia during an islamic pilgrimage killing again hundreds"

18079: "wind experienced in the netherlands with quite some rain and a wind 

blowing  out  my  umbrella  while  going  to  a  conference  in  amsterdam  and  then 

traveling all the way to sweden by car experiencing the strong wind while crossing 

the big bridges but at last finding a peaceful climate while with august in his 

isalnd and experiencing wind on my way back to the netherlands where i mostly felt 

no  wind  spend  most  of  my  time  indoor  or  just  out  running   or  little  wind 

experience while with myrthe visiting a concentration camp and then at last while 

walking alone in amsterdam in a sunny sunday"

01141: "a month started in the netherlands again forcing myself to readapt to the 

city life after the summer in the mountains and also having to drive a long way to 

august where i refurbished is old room painting white and back to the natherlands 

bringing  all  my  archive  along  to  finally  put  up  a  small  exhibit  during  a 

conference in amsterdam and trying to be active in the apartment cooking before 

going to berlin by train seating a long time as well as during my department 

conference making very little activities"

15071:  "quite  much  bad  air  inhaled  driving  from  the  netherlands  to  sweden 

particularly  going  through  big  german  cities  and  then  also  driving  back  and 

particularly walking in dutch cities like searching for some material for myrthe 

and biking with her looking for a pavement for our house and then particularly bad 

air inhaled in berlin walking from alexander platz all the way to neukölln to 

visit an artist friend"

06044: "at first taking advantage of the warm september days after the rain to



run by the river in utrecht and out of the city but forgetting once my heart rate 

watch off and then getting back pain most due to the running and going very slowly 

to at last only run with myrthe for a short time to a new park at night and 

finally having little sleep while in berlin for my back and going still out in the 

dark to run the monument street"

08055: "a fable taking place completely in the context of my mountain cottage 

where i learned a lot about animals this summer seeing many but also talking to an 

old man in the contrada telling me about hawks and also inspired by the many eggs 

the chickens there would produce as well as the once holly mountains shaped like 

volcanoes"

05082: "managing a lot of walking beside a lot of driving from the netherlands to 

sweden and back but anyhow covering a lot of utrecht also while running ushing 

myself more into the countryside but also in industrial areas to buy things for 

myrthe and following her to the east of the netherlands walking there in small 

villages and to a concentration camp as well as in the city of deventer while in 

sweden walking a bit with jacek in malmö and much more with august in djursholm 

and in a natural reserve we reached by car to later get back in holland and take a 

long walk with gary wolf in amsterdam to discuss about our next exhibit together 

and going back there a week later in a very sunny day and waling down the amstel 

and to the museum area to the join myrthe and cross the tourist sex and drugs 

roads"


